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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YeudMpjsgmU


BACKGROUND 
 

Vinayak Damodar Savarkar was the intrepid and resourceful leader of the revolutionaries fighting to free India from the clutches of 

the British Empire. The British had expended considerable energy and ingenuity in contriving to a get a warrant issued by the 

Government of India to extradite Savarkar from Britain to India in order to face trumped up charges there. The SS Morea, the ship 

taking Savarkar to India, was to dock at Marseilles, France. This created a diplomatic situation.  The British government needed to get 

an extradition order from the French government in order to take Savarkar through French waters. Instead, with an utter disregard 

for diplomatic protocol, a mere letter written by Sir Henry, Commissioner of Police, London, to Monsieur Hennion, Chief of Police, 

Paris, was deemed sufficient.  

•On July 1, 1910, the SS Morea set sail with Savarkar. 
Accompanying him were his official guards: Deputy 
Superintendent of Police, Bombay Presidency, Mr. C. J. Power, 
with 16 years of service in Bombay city and Mofussil Police 
plus experience in unusual extraditions; head constable 
Muhammed Siddik of the CID branch, Poona; and head 
constable Amarsingh Sakharamsingh, Nasik police. Mr. 
Parker, Detective Inspector of Police, New Scotland Yard, 
London, travelled with them to aid Power.  

 



OLD PLAN OF MARSEILLES HARBOR 

Mole C, where the SS Morea was docked: 

 SS Morea shown in red, alongside the 

quay. 

 red line: tram lines 

 black lines: l’Estaque line. 

 Bassin de Radoud: dry docks 

 thick black bars: sheds. 



 
 
 

THE COMING SLIDES ARE PLANS OF THE 
SS MOREA DOCKED AT MOLE C 

(Plan height 30' above the water, 21' above the quay) 

http://www.shipsnostalgia.com/guides/RMS_Morea


PLANS SUBMITTED IN THE HAGUE ARBITRATION 



SCHEMATIC PLAN SHOWING RELEVANT AREAS AS 
EVENTS ARE POISED TO UNFOLD 

 pink box is the cabin of 

Savarkar, Power, and 

Parker 

 brown is the quay 

 blue is the sea water 

 green is the W.C. #2 inside 

the Men’s restroom 

 gray is the disembarking 

ramp @ quay level  

 center staircase: goes up to 

dining room-spar deck 

 second staircase goes to 

disembarking ramp deck 

 dotted line outline of spar 

deck above. 



PLAN WHEN SAVARKAR ENTERS THE TOILET 

 Amarsingh and Siddik’s 

view of Savarkar and 

Parker was obscured by the 

projecting wall. 

 Savarkar quickly slips into 

the W. C. # 2 and shuts the 

door.  

 He covers the glass panel 

with his bathrobe as Parker 

steps out to call the 

constables. Parker comes 

into the toilet again 

(probably to use the urinal.) 

 Per the routine, Amarsingh 

starts off to the cabin to 

collect Savarkar. Parker 

notices that and whistles 

him back toward the toilet. 



PLAN WHEN SAVARKAR IS SQUEEZING THROUGH 
THE PORTHOLE 

 Parker leaves before Siddik 

reaches the toilet. 

 Amarsingh peeps over the 

W.C. door and to his horror 

sees Savarkar half in-half 

out of the porthole. 

 He starts shouting and tries 

to open the door, but the bolt 

holds fast. 

 He then smashes the glass 

panel, brushes aside the 

bathrobe, and sees 

Savarkar’s disappearing 

body. 

 At this moment Siddik 

enters the bathroom 



PLAN WHEN SAVARKAR HAS JUST JUMPED FROM 
THE PORTHOLE 

Official story: 

 At this point, according to the 

head constables they 

immediately rushed up to the 

spar deck, saw Savarkar 

running 20 paces off the quay, 

and ran down the ramp to give 

chase. Power and Parker 

remained uninformed and 

clueless of this tremendous 

calamity that had befallen 

them. 

A 

A 



FALLACIES IN THE OFFICIAL REPORTS GIVEN 
BY BRITAIN AND FRANCE 

1 
•Why did the constables go up to the Spar deck 

instead of down to the ramp? 

2 

•Could Savarkar have dived into the water, 
swam, climbed up the nine-foot sheer wall and 
run 20 paces in the time it took the constables 
to go up one flight of steps to the Spar deck? 

3 

• The constables were trained to follow orders, 
not take initiative. Would the Indian 
constables have rushed off on French soil, 
where they had no jurisdiction, and could not 
speak the language?  



FALLACIES IN THE OFFICIAL REPORTS GIVEN 
BY BRITAIN AND FRANCE 

4 

•Would they not have, instead, rushed to their 
superiors with the tale? Would not Parker, the 
only French-speaking one among them, white, 
and from the British government body, have 
been the logical one to chase after Savarkar? 

 

5 

•Parker had lied to his superiors in Britain from 
the get go (the officials admit to it in the secret 
papers.) He had submitted a carefully doctored 
account initially, deleting all mention of the 
participation of even the head constables.  

6 

• That reveals his familiarity with the 
international consequences of Savarkar’s 
escape. Had the matter not been made public, 
this account would have stood unchallenged. 



THE MORE LIKELY SCENARIO 

1 

• For security, Indians were not allowed to 
disembark this time plus on French soil  who 
was likely to recognize authority of two 
natives? No one! 

 

2 

•Most certainly, the two constables rushed to 
the cabins of their superiors to tell this tale of 
horror.  

3 

•Certainly, both Power and Parker were aware 
that they had no jurisdiction over Savarkar now 
nor authority to extradite him from France. 

4 

• They must have been comforted by the thought 
that Savarkar had no place to go from the 
water—the sheer quay wall was nine-foot high. 
How could he get to the top?  



THE MORE LIKELY SCENARIO 



SAVARKAR’S DARING JUMP 

Acute dangers of Savarkar’s jump: 

 Would he fall on the quay instead of in the 

water? 

 Would he hit his head at the bottom? 

 What was the best position to minimize the 

impact of the water? 

 Could he manage to maneuver his body into 

that position? 

  Could he hold his breath long enough to 

turn and rise up?  



PLAN AS SAVARKAR IS SWIMMING 

 It is around this time that 

the last crucial character, 

Sergeant Pesquie, of the 

Marseilles Maritime police, 

enters the scene.  

 Pesquie’s beat had, 

perhaps, taken him to the 

other end of the Morea, 

which was 540' long, and 

maybe he had his back 

turned toward Savarkar’s 

porthole as well. It is 

unlikely he actually saw 

Savarkar jump, for he 

would surely have taken 

some action. 

 



PLAN AS SAVARKAR RUNS AWAY  

 From the Spar deck Savarkar’s four 

guards spot him when he is 20 paces 

away on the quay and start yelling. 

 Pesquie hearing the commotion 

gives chase. 

 Parker, Amarsingh, Siddik, and 

Slavin (head steward) rush 

downstairs onto the quay. 

 That Parker was involved in the 

chase is per my more likely scenario; 

the official British report claims he 

was unaware of the incident until 

after Savarkar was brought back. 

sheds 

SS Morea 



PLAN OF SAVARKAR’S ESCAPE ROUTE 

 The desperate chase is on 

 On the road beyond the end of the dry dock, 

some dock-workers stop Savarkar and point 

out Pesquie running behind. 

 Savarkar turns back and goes up to Pesquie, 

surrendering himself to French police in 

French jurisdiction. 

 By this time Parker & co. had reached there. 

Parker convinces Pesquie to take Savarkar 

back to the Morea.  

 One constable grabbed Savarkar by his neck, 

other by the left wrist, and Slavin by the right 

arm. Pesquie grabbed Savarkar’s right wrist. 

 At the gangway of the Morea, Power was there 

(standing safely within his jurisdiction); he 

takes Savarkar into custody. Pesquie leaves. 

 

And Savarkar was kidnapped back to British jurisdiction! 

http://www.savarkar.org/files/u1/Savarkar_Hamelin_translation.pdf
http://www.savarkar.org/en/armed-revolution/historic-leap-marseilles/savarkar-great-escape-recreated


OBVIOUS ISSUES THE HAGUE ARBITRATION SHOULD 
HAVE ADDRESSED: 



MY INFO 

http://www.anurupacinar.com/reviews.html
http://www.amazon.com/Burning-Freedom-Goddess-Death-without/dp/1426974981
http://www.bookadda.com/books/burning-freedom-o-goddess-freedom-anurupa-cinar-1426974981-9781426974984

